LEADERS In Night Vision Pilot Training
As the FAA’s forerunner in the Night Vision Flight Training,
ASU is firmly established with flight operations worldwide.
Whether you require basic NVG training or advanced
training for special operations, our instructor pilots are
well qualified to assist you with customized training. All
ASU night vision flight instructors have extensive civil and
military NVG flight experience, a rarity in the training

industry. They’ve flown NVGs in nearly every
environment on earth, from the arctic to the equator,
mountainous to open ocean, desert to jungle, rural
farmland to most major U.S. cities (and many
international cities), and nearly everything in between.
Whatever the future holds, we’ll be ready to help you
prepare for it.

EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
As a leader in the night vision goggle (NVG) flight training
industry, and with over a two decades of civil operational
experience, ASU is firmly established with flight operations worldwide as the leader in NVG flight training.

TRANING SCHEDULE




8 hours Ground/Classroom
5 hours Flight Training per Pilot
Orientation Flight for associated Aircrew Members
Crewmember Training only, to include:


8 hours Ground/Classroom



Orientation Flight

www.asu-nvg.com/training
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LEADERS In Night Vision Pilot and Crew Training
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
As the FAA’s forerunner in the Night Vision Flight Training,
ASU is firmly established with flight operations worldwide.
Whether you require basic NVG training or advanced
training for special operations, our instructor pilots are
well qualified to assist you with customized training. All
ASU night vision flight instructors have extensive civil and
military NVG flight experience, a rarity in the training
industry. They’ve flown NVGs in nearly every environment
on earth, from the arctic to the equator, mountainous to
open ocean, desert to jungle, rural farmland to most major
U.S. cities (and many international cities), and nearly
everything in between. Whatever the future holds, we’ll
be ready to help you prepare for it.

RECURRENT TRANING SCHEDULE
ASU’s Recurrent Night Vision Training course is perfect
for those individuals who want or need to update their
knowledge and flying skills to qualify with current rules
and regulations. Participants must complete the Initial
NVG Training class before registering. Course
requirements:



4 hours Ground/Classroom
1-1.5 hours of flight training

www.asu-nvg.com/training

ONLINE RECURRENT TRAINING
Co-developed by FlightSafety and Aviation Specialties
Unlimited (ASU), this FAA-approved eLearning Night
Vision Goggles (NVG) Recurrent course is designed to
review NVG operational techniques during all phases of
flight. NVG regulatory and procedural guidance FAA
61.31(k)(1) will also be covered.


Interactive, engaging, self-paced course



Available anytime and anywhere via the internet



Resource documents available for download



Many user friendly enhancements including a search
engine, glossary, bookmarks, notepad and more



Obtain a FlightSafety Certificate of Completion



Available on Apple iPad
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